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ABSTRACT

This research is conducted in Jogja TV office on Jalan Wonomari. This research analyzes the environment in the office, which derived the writer to the offices' layout and physical condition of its ergonomic value, that also does not maximally fulfilled the needs of all the employees. The reasons are about the office layout which is not proper to their tasks and needs, and the area accessibility. Problem also arisen from the physical condition of the environment: the temperature, lighting, sound level, and color harmony.

To show and make sure that the redesigned environment both for layout and physical condition more capable to accommodate the whole activiters, facility layout planning approach by qualitative method by Activity Relationship Chart and Slocplan software analysis is applied. The ergonomic approach also taken to provide a better physical condition which are sufficient to the job they taken.

The proposed layout will have some changes, but most of all is the news room 1 and 2 layout which will have its individual space to prevent undesirable noise. Proposed physical conditions will sufficient for the job taken in the layout, the temperature will be cooler for the employees to feel thermally comfortable. Lighting level also will be raised up as near as its sufficient level, sound level in some rooms will reduce and color harmony in all room will fitted to the ambience needed.